Episodic ataxia type-2 (EA-2) (OMIM 108500) is inherited as an autosomal dominant neurological disorder. Affected individuals experience episodes of cerebellar ataxia usually associated with migraine symptoms, interictal nystagmus, mild residual and in some cases a progressive cerebellar incoordination and respond to acetazolamide treatment. We identified a patient with a positive family history for episodic ataxia, which was originally diagnosed with epilepsy and treated with valproic acid. Subsequent examination revealed that the symptoms were consistent with a diagnosis of EA-2. The patient responded positively to a combination of acetazolamide and valproic acid. Molecular genetic analysis of the CACNA1A gene was performed in order to confirm a diagnosis of EA-2. Methods: The CACNA1A gene was evaluated for mutations using single strand conformational polymorphism analysis and direct DNA sequencing. Allele specific oligo hybridization was used to confirm that the mutation was segregating with only affected family members and was not present in the control group. Results: In this study we identified a new missense mutation in exon 12 of the CACNA1A gene from a patient with EA-2 whose symptoms could be controlled with a combination of acetazolamide and valproic acid. This G to A transition changes a highly conserved glutamic acid residue to a lysine residue in domain II S2 of the P/Q-type calcium channel α1A subunit. Conclusions: The use of valproic acid in treating patients with EA-2 is not well documented. Here we describe a patient with a novel mutation in the CACNA1A gene who responded positively to a combination of acetazolamide and valproic acid.
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type calcium channel, which is the pore forming unit of the channel.\textsuperscript{12,13} The $\alpha_{1A}$ subunit is involved in controlling neurotransmitter release\textsuperscript{14} and is expressed throughout the brain with abundant expression in the cerebellum.\textsuperscript{15-17} This high-voltage-activated calcium channel consists of five subunits, $\alpha_{1A}$, $\beta$, $\alpha_2$, $\delta$, and $\gamma$. The $\alpha_{1A}$ subunit is subdivided into four homologous domains (D1-DIV), each of which contains six transmembrane regions (S1-S6).\textsuperscript{14} The fourth transmembrane domain functions as the voltage sensor while the four loops between transmembrane domains S5-S6 compose the pore forming unit. Thus, the $\alpha_{1A}$ subunit of the P/Q-type calcium channel is responsible for directing channel activity, while the other subunits appear to act as auxiliary regulators of the channel.\textsuperscript{14,18}

In mice, recessive mutations in the CACNA1A gene, result in cerebellar ataxia and symptoms similar to human absence epilepsy,\textsuperscript{19} a condition commonly treated with valproic acid. Mutations in the P/Q-type calcium channel auxiliary $\beta$ subunit and $\gamma$ subunit have also been demonstrated to result in absence seizures in mice.\textsuperscript{20-21} A nonsense mutation in the $\beta_4$ subunit caused juvenile myoclonic epilepsy in a woman who experienced sporadic typical absence seizures and repetitive bilateral myoclonic jerks in the shoulders and arms after awakening without loss of consciousness.\textsuperscript{22} A missense mutation caused generalized epilepsy with atypical prolonged absences in a German family and episodic ataxia in a French Canadian family.\textsuperscript{23} A suggestive link between a mutation in CACNA1A and human absence epilepsy occurring in combination with cerebellar ataxia was first described in a single case.\textsuperscript{23} Subsequently came the identification of a family with a combination of absence epilepsy and cerebellar ataxia.\textsuperscript{24} It is becoming clear that a subset of EA-2 patients also exhibit an epilepsy phenotype\textsuperscript{25-26} and the relevant issues with respect to mutations within CACNA1A and epilepsy were succinctly addressed.\textsuperscript{27}

In this study we identified a patient who was originally diagnosed with epilepsy and treated with valproic acid. Subsequent examination revealed that the symptoms were consistent with a diagnosis of EA-2. The patient responded positively to treatment with a combination of acetazolamide and valproic acid. Molecular genetic analysis of the CACNA1A gene was performed in order to confirm a diagnosis of EA-2.

**Materials and Methods**

**Subject Samples**

Blood samples were obtained with informed consent from the proband, SC, her daughter, AC, and her uncle, MC, all of whom were diagnosed with EA-2. Genomic DNA was extracted from the blood samples using standard techniques. A pedigree of the family is shown (Figure 1).

**Single Strand Conformational Polymorphism (SSCP)**

Patient DNA was subjected to SSCP analysis as described previously.\textsuperscript{28} Published primers\textsuperscript{4,11,28,29} were used to amplify all 47 exons from the intronic sequences flanking each exon.

**DNA Sequencing Analysis**

Exons containing abnormally migrating conformers were directly sequenced. Corresponding polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products were initially subjected to exonuclease I and shrimp alkaline phosphatase treatment at 37°C for 20 min followed by incubation at 70°C for ten min. The treated PCR products were then manually sequenced using the Thermo Sequenase Radiolabeled Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit (USB Corp) according to the manufacturer’s recommended conditions. Denatured sequencing reactions were immediately loaded and electrophoresed through a 6% acrylamide gel (SequaGel-6, National Diagnostics). Gels were transferred onto filter paper, dried for two hours at 80°C, and exposed to x-ray film (AGFA CuriX Ortho HT-G Ecopac) for 18 h at -80°C. Autoradiographs were examined for sequence changes. All nucleotide, codon, and exon, numbering corresponds to GenBank accession number X99897 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).

**Allele-Specific Oligonucleotide Hybridization (ASOH)**

Allele-Specific Oligonucleotide Hybridization (ASOH) was performed to rule out the possibility that the disease causing mutation was a polymorphism and was performed as described previously.\textsuperscript{28} Essentially, exon 12 was amplified from 200 ng of genomic DNA from the proband and 100 normal controls. The PCR products were electrophoresed through a 1.5 % agarose gel and transferred onto a Hybond-N membrane (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) for three hours under denaturing conditions (0.5 N NaOH, 1.5 M NaCl). The blot was then neutralized (1 M Tris-Cl pH 7.5, 1.5 M NaCl) and the DNA was UV cross-linked to the membrane. The membrane was prehybridized (5 x SSPE, 5 x Denhardt’s, and 1 % sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)) for 30 min and then probed for one hour either with wild type exon 12 allele specific oligonucleotide (ASO) (5’-CTTTATGTCCGAAATGTTT-3’) at 50°C or mutant exon 12

![Figure 1: Pedigree of the family. The proband, SC, is indicated by an arrow. Affected individuals are represented by filled symbols. The paternal cousin of SC, was not seen in this study and that person is designated as affected by history. The sex of the individual is not provided as indicated by the diamond.](https://www.cambridge.org/core/asset/333333.png)
ASO (5'-CTTTATGTCCAAAATGTTT-3') at 48°C. Oligonucleotides were end-labeled using T4 poly-nucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs) and [γ-32P]-ATP. Unincorporated phosphates were removed with a G-25 Sephadex spin column (Boehringer Mannheim) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. The activity of the probes was determined by scintillation counting and 0.6-0.8 x 10⁶ cpm of denatured probe was added per mL of hybridization solution. The membrane was washed twice with 2 x SSPE / 0.1 % SDS for 15 min at the hybridization temperature and then exposed to x-ray film. The mutant ASO was removed from the blot before the membrane was probed with the wild type ASO by washing twice in 0.1 x SSPE / 0.1 % SDS for 15 min at 70°C.

RESULTS

Clinical Description

The proband, SC, is a 27-year-old woman who began having spells at age 12. These lasted about 20 minutes, were sometimes preceded by a headache and were sometimes precipitated by stress. She described “dizziness,” which was “light-headedness,” as if she might fall, but she never lost consciousness. She required special education and completed tenth grade. Her neurological examination was normal aside from dull intellectual function, depression, and mild gaze evoked nystagmus. She had been treated with valproic acid since childhood for a misdiagnosis of seizures and reported a marked reduction in the frequency of spells. Her electroencephalogram (EEG) had last been obtained at age 12, interpreted as showing “paroxysms of slow and notched slow wave activity appearing anteriorly and in general distribution...with moderate disorganization of the background.” No brain imaging studies were obtained. She also suffered headaches, similar to her mother’s, with pounding severe discomfort, associated with nausea, photophobia and sonophobia, but no visual or focal neurological symptoms. Medical treatment discontinued when she stopped seeing her doctor. At age 27 a diagnosis of EA-2 was made and acetazolamide 250 mg three times daily was prescribed, resulting in a dramatic improvement that was short lived. Within one month she returned, reporting daily spells. Valproic acid 250 mg three times daily was added and the frequency of spells was reduced to two in four months. The proband’s father, paternal uncle, MC, one paternal cousin and her paternal grandmother had similar spells.

The proband’s paternal uncle, MC, was initially evaluated, diagnosed, and treated in his early 30’s and was re-evaluated at age 40. He reported spells beginning at age 15 with “wobbliness and clumsiness,” incoordination and slurred speech. He reported that the experience was similar to “being intoxicated.” The episodes lasted minutes to hours and anxiety increased the likelihood of an attack. The frequency of attacks were significantly reduced by acetazolamide, 500 mg twice daily, but still occasionally occurred. His neurological exam was normal except for rotary nystagmus on horizontal gaze and inability to tandem gait. A brain MRI obtained about 15 years into the illness was thought to be normal.

The proband’s daughter, AC, had her first spell at age eight. The episode began with a headache, then a period lasting a minute or two of being awake but unresponsive, then clumsiness lasting several hours. The headaches were similar to those of her mother, described above. A diagnosis of epilepsy was suspected by the pediatrician. Three EEG’s were obtained: one of which was normal, one showing mild slowing on the right of uncertain significance; and one showing bilateral spike wave, and polyspike slow wave discharges, with focal onset in the left frontal area and rapid bilateral synchrony. Carbamazepine was introduced and the spells were not improved. Her mother reported that the spells she witnessed, which occurred several times each week, were identical to her own. The neurological examination, performed by JHF, was completely normal. Acetazolamide 62.5 mg bid (the patient weighed 67 lbs) abolished the spells over the last three months.

Mutation Detection

The DNA of SC was examined for a mutation in the CACNA1A gene. The SSCP analysis revealed a unique conformer in exon 12 (Figure 2A, lane 2) which was not detected among 100 patient and 100 control samples. The conformer was

![Figure 2](https://www.cambridge.org/core/core/image/10.1017/S0317167100004728/70)
further evaluated by PCR and direct sequencing. Sequence analysis identified a guanine to adenine transition at nucleotide position 1872 (codon 533) in one allele (Figure 2B). This transition results in the substitution of a highly conserved glutamic acid residue for a lysine amino acid in domain II S2 of the α1A subunit of the P/Q-type calcium channel (Figure 2C, Figure 3). CACNA1A exon 12 from the proband’s daughter and uncle were subsequently sequenced and confirmed to have the same G to A transition at nucleotide 1872 (data not shown). An ASOH was then performed using PCR amplified DNA from the patient and an additional 100 unrelated normal controls. The mutant oligonucleotide hybridized with only the patient sample (data not shown). The nucleotide change was not listed in the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/).

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, we report the identification of a novel missense mutation responsible for EA-2. This guanine to adenine transition results in the substitution of a highly conserved, negatively charged glutamic acid for a positively charged lysine amino acid in the α1A subunit of the P/Q-type calcium channel. The intense selective pressure on the ion channel genes in general is illustrated by the high degree of sequence conservation across species ranging from humans to flies (Figure 3). The complete lack of variation at amino acid 533 is indicative of importance of this residue in either maintaining channel structure or function. The mutation was not observed among 300 controls (600 chromosomes), comprised of 200 normal and 100 patients under investigation for neurological disorders. Interestingly, the proband’s condition is responsive to valproic acid, which is usually used in the treatment of absence epilepsy and has not been implicated in the treatment of EA-2. At least two mutations in the mouse CACNA1A gene have been demonstrated to cause symptoms similar to that of human absence epilepsy. Tottering mutant mice have a recessive missense mutation, Pro647Leu, in the CACNA1A gene that causes epilepsy.19 Leauer mutant mice have a splice site mutation at the 3’ end of the CACNA1A gene that results in chronic ataxia associated with Purkinje and granule cell loss within the anterior cerebellum.19 Also,

![Figure 3: Glutamic acid residue at codon 533 is conserved through evolution.](https://doi.org/10.1017/S0317167100004728)

(Upper) Schematic of the P/Q-type calcium α1A subunit channel showing the position of the mutation. (Lower) P/Q-type calcium channel amino acids 520 to 559 from different species are shown. Positions of complete amino acid conservation are illustrated by an asterisk. The highly conserved glutamic acid residue is illustrated and the lysine mutation of the proband, SC, is in bold.
mutations in some of the auxiliary calcium channel subunits in mice have been identified to cause symptoms of epilepsy.20,21 Mutation of the calcium channel γ subunit with the insertion of an Etn retrotransposon into intron two leads to premature transcriptional termination in both mutant alleles and results in absence epilepsy in the stargazer mutant mouse.20 In humans, a premature truncation mutation of the calcium channel β2 subunit causes juvenile myoclonic epilepsy; missense mutation causes generalized epilepsy with praxis-induced seizures and episodic ataxia.22 Our mutation in domain II S2 of the α1A subunit is near the β subunit interaction site. We speculate that our missense mutation may affect the interaction of the α1A subunit with the β subunit and therefore result in complete loss of channel function. There is a steady increase in the number of reports implicating the CACNA1A gene and epilepsy23–26 and further investigations are underway.27

There are a number of EA-2 patients for whom treatment with acetazolamide either doesn’t work or for whom treatment ceases to be effective over time. For some patients, the disorder is severe enough that the absence of a treatment modality can be quite devastating. The potassium channel blocker 4-acetazolamide has been reported to alleviate symptoms in three patients with EA-2.26 In this paper we now report a positive outcome in a patient treated with a combination of acetazolamide and valproic acid.
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